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places have been conducted, It plying shall be deemed admitted by
which went to her end in the Teuto- - St r ters will be thoroughly discuss- state
and
reofficer whose presence with the troops that half of the clip has been sold at
foreign commerce, whose
is here that he gets his first lesson in Congress into the Union upon an equal
St , ed and every one should make St gave rise to the wjdow Talamantes from 15 to 161-burgian forest on June 28 last. :
with an estimated flects that of other Democrats said: vice. We can close them one
day in footing with the other states. .
was
the sixth accident St It his business to be in attend- ' St myth, as chief.. It is understood the scoured cost In the east of 49 cents. "The supreme court was without con- - the week under the
Today's
That the admission ot New Mexico
and
law,
present
which has befallen the 2eppelin
St ance.
Pulled wool
quiet while (
(Continued on Page 8.)
(Continued on Page 8.)
the foreign product is auu. :,? .f
'Continued a Page TVee)
(Continued on Page Bight.)

Governor William J. Mills will leave
tomorrow for Socorro to attend the
commencement
exercises on Thurs
oi
clay of the New Mexico School
Mines
The governor will make an
address there.
Promoted to Supervigorship.

Washington, D. C, May 16. State
hood for New Mexico and Arizona conditioned on the people of each state
being given an opportunity to vote on
the proposed changes in the new constitutions, was taken up by the House
today. President Taft's objection to
Harry C. Hall, formerly assistant Arizona's constitution was referred to
supervisor of the Carson forest, has ty Representative Martin of Colorado,
been appointed supervisor to succeed who said Arizona had not been accord
Ross McMillan resigned, with head- ed as fair treatment as New Mexico.
quarters at Antonito, Colo. Mr. and
The latter's constitution had oeen
Mrs. Hall formerly resided at Santa immediately approved, whereas the Ar
Fe.
izona constitution had been held two
Appointed Test Engineer.
and a half months by the president
C. H. Starkweather.
formerly of without action.
the Western Electric company, arNo complaint had been made by peo
rived in Albuquerque yesterday to as ple in Arizona against the. "courage
sume the position of test engineer ous and progressive" constitution pro
lor the federal forest service for the posed by that state, he said:
Third district. He will supervise
'It is in Washington,-no- t
Arizona,
tests upon signalling apparatus, long that the objections to this constitu
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DON'T WORRY EAT.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
Memphis, Tenn. Mrs. Emma D.
"I
Looney, of this place, says:
Established 1856.
The Only Certain Development.
Incorporated 1903 $
suffered misery for nearly eight
t
am
It is hardly worth while to engage
years but since taking Cardui, I
much stronger, and I haven't missed in
prognostications as to the action
Every woman's heart responds to
a single meal. I hardly know how to of
Congress on the statehood ques- the charm and sweetness of a baby's
express my gratit de." Don't worry tion.
s
voice, because nature intended her for
about your symptoms Cardui helps
We were assured some weeks ago luotnerhood.
But even the loving
you to get it. Take CaTdui, because
other tonics and medicines do not that, while there might be some ob- - nature of a mother shrinks from the
because such a time is regardcontain its peculiar and successful jections and obstructions in the Sen- ordeal
DENVER BREAD
the Democratic House would ed as a period of suffering and danger.
ingredients imported especially for. make a clean record as to
the ad Women who use Mother's Friend are
its manufacture. Half a century of mission of Arizona
and New Mexico saved much discomfort and suffering,
with
the
Cardui
has
success,
stamped
I
that the constitutions respective- - and their systems, being thoroughly
seal of public approval. During this
would be promptly approved with' prepared by this great remedy, are
t
time, Cardui has benefited a .m:.;ly
in a healthy condition to meet the
out
any strings on the approval.
women, Why not you? Try it, to- time with the least possible suffering
Now, it appears, the confusing reso- and
day
Mother's Friend is
danger.
lutions reported to the House by its recommended
only for the relief and
on
calls
committee
territories
for
THE ANGEL'S WHISPER.
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
elections in both territories on ob- no sense a
By Samuel lover,
remedy for various ills,
of
constitutheir
features
jectionable
but
its
of
and
success,
many years
superstition of great beauty pre- tion, and what the Senate will do
YOUR HOME
the thousands of endorsements revails in Ireland, that, when a
toward
still
further
the
ceived from women who have used it
complicating
child smiles in its sleep, it is
situation remains to be seen.
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
"talking with Angels."
j
It looks as if we shall be lucky if derived from its use. This remedy
A BABY was sleeping,
its Mother
we get in wthin a year.
does not accomplish wonders but simwas weeping,
The only positive phase of ' the ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Vienna Silkoline
For her husband wa3 far on the wild,
Duplex Scrim
whole
40.
No.
business is the fact that Ariz- Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
Fe.
Santa
Corner
Southern
Plaza,
Telephone
raging sea,
Dundee
Radium
vents
of
Cloth
Burlap
ona
caking
lost
immediate statehood through
And the tempest was swelling, round
Geneva Cloth
Calais
con- the breasts, and
the
of
refusal
in
Duplex
radicals
the
the
CASH
the
fisherman's
PURCHASES.
ALL
WITH
dwelling.
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
in every way
Corona Cloth
And she cried, "Dermont, Darling, stitutional convention to submit sep- contributes
English Taffeta
to
reto
the
the
arately
people
judiciary
Oh! come back to me."
Cloth
Denim
stronar.
Dimity
healthv
call proposal. Arizona Republican.
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
Curtains
Carpets
Rugs
Her beads while she numbr'd, her
at drug stores. Write for our free
Still
Lingering.
baby still slumber'd.
book for expectant mothers.
And smiled in her face as she bend (Statehood is Produced only Under
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Go.
the Ripening Influence of Time.)
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
ed her knee;
I ast e Wellknode Pollytichun if he KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Oh! blest be that
my
warning,
OIL
FINE
OLIVE
IMPORTED
EXTRA
TO FIGHT DIVORCE EVIL.
thot that Arizony was a goin' to git
child, thy face adorning,
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES For I know that the Angels are whis Staithood, an' he sez, "I haven't
fir
Dixon, 111., May 16. Combined acReely no Doubt about t, Ii'm nacherly
pering with thee."
O. Box 219
No.
$
I'm certain' at Staithood tivity of 28,000 Knights of Columbu3
Optymistic.
is th' Innevatable an' Ultymate Fait in Illinois to influence legislators to
'And while they are keeping, bright
of Arizony.
Of coarse, I can't say restrict divorces and finally to make
watch o'er thy sleeping,
Oh ! pray to them softly, my baby, jiat when Staithood agoin' to come, divorce impossible was urged here at
of the order.
with me
They aint no Natcheril Loz by which the state convention
And say thou wouldst rather they'd you kin Figger Staithood out like it j Bishop Muldoon, state chaplain of the
PHONE 191 BLACK
was a Eclips of a Commit or a Tide order; State Deputy James Maher,
watch o'er thy father,
For I know that the . Angels are or any of them things.
Staithood Secretary Leroy Hackett and Charles
don't move in no regler orbit.
It's Kearney, grand knight, united in dewhispering with thee."
like the Wind which is here today manding concerted action against diThe dawn of the morning, saw Der-- an' gon' Tomorrow, an' as th' Bible vorce.
sez Nobody can't tell where it come
mot returning,
And the wife wept with
Joy. her from an' where it went to or when Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly.
it's
babe's father to see,
back, but it's Acomin
M. N. George, trondale, Ala..- was
You kin make bets on that
And fondly caressing, her child, with all Rite.
trouble lor
with Perfick Safety but I wuddent bothered with kidney
a blessing
'1 was percuaded to
Said. "I knew that the Angels were put th' money into the Hans of no many years.
Staikholder or you may haf to lay try Foley's Kidney Remedy, and bewhispering with thee."
out of th' use of it a Long Time, an' fore taking it three days i could feel
Che pain left
be
your Dissendants also mite not git th' its beneficial effects.
my back, my kidney action cleared
use of it fer a Gennerashun or so.
AROUND THE STATE
"I aint got no Pashents with these up and I am so much better I do not
to recommend Foley Kidney
yere Pessymists which stans around hesitate
For sale by all druggists.
Remedy."
sez
an'
it's all a Bunk an' 'at they
You
Marriage License.
to be no more Staithood'n
ain't
agoin'
A marriage license was issued at Al- a Rabbit.
$100 Reward $100.
for
These fellers seems to
buquerque to Trinidad Narvaiz and Think 'at when
to
bed at
they go
Ambrosia Garcia, both of Old AlbuThe readers of this paper will be
Nite Staithood's agoin' to be Served
querque.
fer Brekfuss an' when it ain't done pleased to learn that there is at least
FRANK
GORMLEY,
science
one dreaded disease that
they Kix an' sez they been give th'
able to cure in all its
Boy and Girl Run Away.
been
has
Cross.
Dubble
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
Hall's
Willie Williams and Edith Kendall
stages, and that is Catarrh.
"Staithood, my son, is Large'y a Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
of Venus, southern Santa Fe county,
of
Matter
Time an' a Hole Lot of it, Catarrh
a constitutional disease,
made a
They are aged, rewith some Inklenashun in that requires being
a constitutional treatment.
spectively, 18 and 16. After bedtime along
Direckshun by Congrus an' th' Pres'-den- t Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internal
Tuesday night Willie called at Mr.
of these here United Staits. ly, acting directly upon the blood and
Kendall's and got the girl, and then
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
Mr. Coffee drove them to Stanley. They When th' time Gits Rite an' th' Inkle- mucous surfaces of the system, thereTHAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
FISH
nashun
we'll
Rite
Staithood
gits
git
note
a
in
of
left
the
by destroying the foundation
Stanley stating they
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
Rite away. You kin figger it oat fer disease, and giving the patient
were going to Texas.
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
yerself almost to th' Day, but it ain't strength by building up the constituTHEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
so Easy fer to figger about th' Time tion and
in
Storm at Las Vegas.
nature
doing
assisting
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT..
an' th' Inklenashun.
Them thines its work.
'
The proprietors have so
Though a bolt of lightning which come
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
under
Rellum
th'
of
what's much faith in its curative powers
struck the home of William H. Stapp
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
on Hot Springs boulevard at Las Ve- called Abstroos Mathymattix.
Wood-Davi- s
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package gas
"But these here other fellers makes for any case that it fails to cure.
during the rain storm Sunday af
'
ternoon, passed uncomfortably close me Tired with their Expectashuns Send for list of testimonials. Address
Phone 14
If Its Hardware We Have it.
Phone 14.
Fe
The only exclusive
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
to Mrs. Stapp and Mrs. George Dies, which aint based on nuthin' but
house in
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
neither of the women was injured.
It ain't no Wunder 'at they
Both experienced a slight shock. The think 'at they ain't goin' to be no
Take Hall's Family Pills for conlightning entered the house through Staithood when they don't look no stipation.
the roof from whict It jumped to the way 'cept in th' past. Of course,
Phone Black electric light wire. It made its exit they can't seen o Staithood. You got
Phone Black
AND
through a window in front of which to look Toards th' Future an" you
H. KERR
Mrs. Stapp and Mrs. Dice were sitting, can see further if you have a Hi
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
RATON
The electric light wire in the room Power Tellyscope.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for ;
YANKEE
was annihilated and a hole was torn
"But my son, don't you git
your laundry on Mondays and TuesCERR1LLCS
through the window frame. The house
You got to have Faith. days and deliver on
Thursdays and
through the window frame. Light- If you'd been a livin' in what
Jollygy Fridays.
ning played several other pranks yes calls the Paleaozoic
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
of th' World
terday. It burned out electric lamps you wuddent a been Age round Astin All work is guaranteed; your socks
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
goin'
are mended and buttons sewed on
in several houses and badly frightened
if th' lesozoic Age was your shirts without extra charge.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
everybudy
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
many people by making the wires pop
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.
and spit fire. No serious damage was agoin' to set in next week. Fokes'd a PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
85
Telephone
esd you was a dern fool." LITTLE
Telephone 85
done by the playful bolts, however.
JAMES in Arizona Republican.
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
Legal Notice.
of building material
To Whom It May Concern:
mine run coal
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 0AYS.
Las will and testament of R. B. PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to out
Ask
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
any case of Itchlnit. Blind, Bleeding or Pra
Wood, deceased.
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money retrading
Notice is hereby given pursuant to funded, soe.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
statute that the Probate Clerk in and
CAD
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
for the County of Santa Fe, New Mex
andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
ico, has fixed Monday, July 3, 1911,
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
at the court room of the Probate
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Court of the County of Santa Fe, New
La Salle Reslaurtan
Mexico, for the proving of the last
will and testament of R. B. Wood, de
Modern Residences for Rent.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
ceased, a resident of the County of
Telephone 11.
banta Fe, New Mexico.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
103
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Ave.
Probate Clerk.
Short Order at all Hours
Dated this 2nd day of May, A. D.,
1911.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish '
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
your Cleaning and Pressing,
Connections made with Automobile
and those who are best satisfied with
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
their orders in that line will surely
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosrefer you to us. We have built up a
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
work
reputation for doing high-clas-s
Roswell for1 Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
a short time and at a very moderate
in
fare between Santa F and Torrance
charge. We are pleased to receive
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Buggies,
Roswell $10.
family trade, and assure you beforeReserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
hand of complete satisfaction.

The Little Store

SEMI

"The Best

Know In Every Loaf"

Puritan Art Draperies

TRY IT

IN

0

GROCERY

GO

j

j

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
LOUIS

P.

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

Phone

36

j

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
any other machine and will run it cheaper, than
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable
your work by applying

.

to the agent.

F.

get-awa-

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

grain

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

45

r

W.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Q03

Wood

Screened

Lump

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Yourselves

CAIE
rUH JAIX

TH0V1AS

K DELQAD0, Mgr.

P. M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Palace

LIVERY STABLE

Imperial Laundry

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Singte
Surries, Saddle

For Best Laundry Work

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Foley Kidney Pills are a true mediReturns Thursday and Friday.
cine.
are
They
healing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic.
They act AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
For Bale by all druggists
quickly.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
.

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

MARCH

Zoo!

Pharmacy
Phone 213

trj

-

Phone Red

No. 23

Phone Red No.

WINDS

23

101

Washington Ave

Julius Muraiter
TAILOR.

Thone

9

CHA5. CLOSSON

Ratafee

kj&i

VtttmtVBEmSSL

.

Am

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

CHAPS

Chapped, red, roug h, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant , conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND 'CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
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Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

WHAT FIGHT IS ABOUT.

ACT QUICKLY.

VOOD'YS HACK LINE

PAGE THREE

Continued from Page One.
Delay Haa Been Dangerous In Santa
Fe.
Do the right thlLg at the right time. shall be subject to terms and condiAct quickly in times of danger.
tions of a joint resolution approved

Bachache is kidney danger.
February 16, 1911, and entitled 'Joint
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Resoluton reaffirming the boundary
Cure all distressing, dangerous kid- line between Texas and the territory
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol ney ills.
of New wlexico.". Before the proclaPlenty of evidence to prove this.
the north bound train and arrive at
mation of the president shall issue,
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa announcing the result of said election
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter, than any other Fe, N. M.. says:
aforesaid thus held the electors of
"I nave had no severe return attack New Mexico shall vote upon the folway. Good covered hack and good
y
of kidney trouble since using
tea ma.
lowing proposed amendment of their
Now state constitution as a condition precePills
several
ago.
years
to
a&le
Tiling
and then I have suffered from back- dent to the admission of said state,
xigax CoBQ.forttl.
ache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
Article XIX of the constitution, as
relief. For a long time I was made adopted by the electors of New Mexicommiserable by attacks of kidney
co at an election held on the 21st day
plaint and my back was often so lame of January, A D 1911, be and the
We Have Built Up
and painful that I could scarcely do same is
hereby amended so as to read
anything. I did cot sleep well and no as follows:
matter whether I were lying down or
ARTICLE XIX.
standing up, the trouble was in eviAmendment.
andence.
The kidney secretions
Section 1.. Any amendment or
noyed me both day and night by "their amendments to this
constitution may
Irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After Be be proposed in either house of the
eral remedies had failed to help me, J legislature at any regular session
and if a majority of all memprocured Doan's Kidney Pills and they thereof;
lived up to all the claims made for bers elected to each of the two
them. I never hesitate to say a good houses voting separately shall vote
proposed
word tor Doan's Kidney Pills when in favor thereof, such
amendment or amendments shall be
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 entered on their respective journals
Buffalo, with the yeas and nays thereon.
Co.,
cents.
The secretary of state shall cause
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
any such emendment or amendments
. WE HANDLE LUMBER
Remember the name Doan's and to be published in at least one newsIn large quantltie and have every take no other.
paper in every county of the state,
modern facility for furnishing the
where a newspaper is published,
or
beat
drened
very
rough
If you want anything on earth tr7 once each week for four consecutive
Lumber
a New Mez'can Want Ad.
weeks, in English and Spanish,
the
of eyery description. We are thus
last publication to be not less than
enabled to make the Tery beat prlcea
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the two weeks prior to the election at
for Lumber of such high grade.
kind of help to neutralize aud which time said
amendment or
V.'e will be pleaaed to figure on your right
remove the poisons that cause back- amendments shall be submitted to
contract.
and
ache, headache, nervousness,
the electors of the state for their apother kidney and bladder ailments. proval or rejection; and the said
For sale by all druggints.
amendment or amendments shall be
voted upon at the next regular elec
tion held in said state after the adjournment of the legislature nronos- ing such amendment or amendments.
or at such specified election to be
ten months. They have hundreds of held not less than six months after
Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico the adjournment of said legislature,
Bush and Lane.
i such time as said legislature mav
and Arizona.
Learnard-LindemanCo.
If the same be rati
A letter, a telegram or a telephone by law provide.
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and fied by a majority of the
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano oting thereon, such amendment or
amendments shall become part of
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lir- v
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer this constitution.
If two or more
Interior Player Pianos,' and many more than half way in making
amendments are proposed they shall
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- be so submitted as to enable the el
Thiafirm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on ectors to vote on them separately:
car loads of pianoa during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Provided, That no amendment .shall
to or affect the provisions
apply
of
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
section one and three of Article VII
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
hereof, on elective franchise,
and
section eight and ten or Article XII
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
hereof, on education, unless it be

Cthe triplex b LOCK
j
Aerial Transportation

Doan-Kidne-

Ewy
FARE

ics

$5.00

TRIPLEX

t:

With this system, one
man, alone, can lift and
move all loads up to ten
tons twenty if necessary.
We furnish and install
the complete system and
shall be glad to make up
estimates for any problem,
whatever its character or
wherever it may be.
Aerial Transportation
reduces labor cost, increases output and insures
you against all accidents
in handling.

Charles W. Dudrow

7 PIANOS

PIANOS
n

eler-tnr- s

Jesse-Frenc-

proposed

by vote of

three-fourth-

Write ns Unlay and tell its that you arc in crested in
Acriid Transportation.
TRIPLEX
BLOCKS

of

s

this-stat-

three-fourth-

Albuquerque, N. M.

$
1

Summer School, 1911.
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.

1

Principal subjects offered: General History, English Literature, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,

i

Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School

One-qimrt- rr

Also Duplex Blocks, Differential Blocks and Electric Hoists

s

two-third-

of a ton to forty tons.
16 Sizes:
300 Active Stocks: all over the United States.

XTTirS

The Makers of Yale Products
Ixx-ks- ,

Door

IluiUloiV Ilarclwnrc.
and Chain IloisU

ClK'fks

Local

Offices :

Chicnpo

9 Murrav Street.

VML,CV
Boston

New York, U. S. A.
Washington

San Francisco

three-fourth-

In-

structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars.
(Exclusive of Laboratory
Fees.)
Circular of Information on application to the Registrar of the

i

and be ratified by a vote of the peo
e
in an election at
ple of
which at least
of the
electors voting in the whole state'
s
and at least
of those voting
in each county In the state shall vote
tor such amendment.
Sec. 2. Whenever, durlne the rirst
twenty-fiv- e
years after the adoption
of this constitution, the legislature,
s
vote of the memby a
bers elected to each house, or, after
the expiration of said period of
twenty-fiv- e
s
years,
by a
vote of the members elected to each
house, shall deem
it necessary to
call a convention to revise or amend

j

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

the members elected to each house

University of New Mexico.

"Brown-hoist- "

trolleys and running on an overhead track
have reduced the problems
of short lifts and hauls
to the simplest form.

n

Foster-Milbur-

BLOCKS

be deposited in the ballot box or ed June 2, A. I)., 1910. be, and the on the third Monday after said eleo j
NOTICE.
counted or canvassed. Said separate same is hereby, amended so as to tion and shall canvass the same. If
ballots shall have printed thereon read as follows:
a majority of the legal votes cast at
Proposals will be received by the
the proposed amendment in both Kng-lisFifth. That said state shall never said election upon said amendment
of
Board of County Comiuissioners
and Spanish language.
There enact any law restricting or abridging shall be in favor thereof, the said Santa Fe County. New Mexico, for
of three
this constitution, they shall submit shall be pieced on said ballots two the right of suffrage on account of canvassing board shall forthwith cer- plans and specifications
the question of calling such conven blank squares with dimensions of race, color or previous conditions of tify said results to the governor of bridges to be constructed, one over the
one-na- n
an men anu opposite one ol servitude.
the territory, together with the state- Santa Fe river on Canon road within
tion to the electors at the npxt iron.
eral election, and if a mainrltv of said squares shall be printed in both
Sec 7. That before the nroclama. ment of votes cast upon the question the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
One at the town of Galisteo, across
all the electors voting in such ques the English end of Spanish language tion o tne Pre8ident ghall issue, n- - of the ratification or rejection of
"For
constitutional n01incing the result of said election said amendment;' whereupon the
words,
the Galisteo river at a point which will
tion at said election in the stt the
and opposite the other in Arizona, and at the same time that lernor of said territory shall, by proc be designated by the chairman of the
shall vote in favor of oallinpboard of county commissioners, and
printed in , state election i
vention the legislature shall, at the blank squares shall be
a afore- - tarnation, declare the said amend
next session provide by law for cal- both the English, and Spanish lan - 8ad the electors of Arizona shall ment a part of the constitution of the one other member of the board.
One across the Galisteo river at the
ling the same.
Such convention Buage me worus Against consiuu-- : vote llp(m tne following
proposed proposed state of Arizona and thereshall consist of at least as manv del tional amendment."
amendment to their state constitution upon the same shall become and be town of Los Cerrillos, at a point to
a part of said constitution; but, if be designated by the chaircaan of the
egates as there are members of the
Any elector desiring to vote for as a condition precedent to the
the same shall fail of such majority, board and one other member of the
House of Representatives.
amendment shall mark his bal-- i mission of said state,
The constitution adopted by such convention lot with a cross in the blank square
"Section one of Article VIII of the then section one of Article VIII of board of county commissioners.
shall have no validity until it has opposite the words "For constitution-- : constitution of the state ' of Arizona the constitution of Arizona, as adopSaid plans and specifications
for
been submitted to and ratified by the al amendment," or cause the same adopted by the electors of said state ted on February 9th, 1911 shall re- said bridges or either of them to be
to be so marked by an election offi-- . at an election held on the 9th day main a part of said constitution.
submitted to the said board of county
People.
Sec. 3. If this constitution be in cer as aforesaid, and any elector de- - of February, A. D. 1911 be, and the
Except as herein otherwise provid- commissioners on or before the first
any way so amended as to allow laws siring to vote against said amend- - same Ms hereby, amended, so a"B to ed said election upon this amend- day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office
ment shall be in all respects, except of the probate clerk of the county of
to be enacted by direct vnt nf
ment shall mark his ballot with a read as follows:
electors the laws which may be so cross in the blank square opposite ARTICLE VIII Removal From Office us to educational qualification of el Santa Fe. N. M , at the court house In
ectors, subject to the election laws of the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which
Recall of Public Officers.
enacted snail be only such as might the words "Against constitutional
be enacted by the legislature under amendment," or cause the same to
time the different plans and specificaEvery public officer in the state Arizona now in force.
tions for each of said bridges, after
the provisions of this constitution.
be so marked by an election officer of Arizona, except members of the
which bids will be called for, on or
Sec. 4. When the United
Notice for Hunlication.
judiciary, holding an elective office.
Stat ao as aforesaid.
before the first Monday in July for
shall consent thereto the legislature,
Sec. 5. That said ballots shall be! either by election or by appointment,
the construction of said bridges or
by a majority vote of the members counted and canvassed by said elec- - is sul)ict to recall from such office by Department of the Interior,
either
of them, as the board may elect,
in each house, may submit to the
tne
Pecos
Not
electoral
from
Land.
Forest.
Coal
district
peo ' tion officers, and returns of said elec- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. and only the plan and specifications
ple tne question of amending
any tion upon said amendment shall be which said candidates are elected tc
which may be adopted, for each of
Sucn electoral district may
provision of Article XXI of thi.
April 27, 1911.
made by said election officers direct omcsaid bridges will be paid for; but the
stitution on compact with the United to the secretary of the
NOTICE
is
the
nuin-NeFran
inplU(le
whole
Such
state.
that
hereby
given
Territory of
shall contain tbe amount of
R.
states to the extent allowed by the
cisco
of
said
N.
ber
of
as
electors
M., proposal
sha'l equal
Montoya,
Glorleta,
Mexico at Santa Fe, who with
which will be made for the
Act of Congress permitting the same, the governor and chief
- who, on April
home- charge,
twenty-nv- e
made
uumcentum
18,
1906,
of
the
per
of
justice
and specification if accepted
and if a majority of the qualified el- said
stead entry, No.
for SE plan
Territory shall constitute a can - ber of votes cast at th last prect-1The parties proposing plans and speectors who vote upon
Section 32,. Township 16 N.,
anv anfh vassing board; and they, or any two lng Eeneral election for all of the
amendment shall vote in favor there- of them, shall meet at said City of canaiJates for the office held by such Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has cifications, will be required to Inform
of the said article shall be
of intention to make Fi- themselves as to the particular locathereby Santa Fe on the third Monday after omcer may ny petition, which shall filed notice
tions at which each of the said
r
amended accordingly.
proof, to establish claim
said election and Bhall canvass the bc known as a recall petition, de- - nal
bridges. Is to be constructed, also the
to
Sec. 4. That the probate clerks of same.
the
mand
his
land
recall."
above
before
If a majority of the
described,
legal
17.
th several counties of New Mexico Votes cast at said election upon said
S. particular conditions existing at each
The ballots to be provided for said Register or Receiver of the
shall provide separate ballots for the amendment shall be in favor thereof flrst state election shall have print-th- e Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on of the said locations, which will enter
into the matter of the construction of
use of the electors at said first state
said canvassing board shall forth- - j ed thereon
this proposed amend the 23rd day of June, 1911.
election for the purpose of voting with certify said results to the kov- - ment and there shall be placed ou
Claimant names as witness: Jesus said bridge or bridges.
The board reserves the right of re
Tiburcio
Mon
upon said amendment.
Said separate ernor of the territory, together with ' said ballots two blank squares with Gonzales y Roybal,
jecting any and all proposals.
ballots shall be printed on paper of the statement of votes cast upon the dimensions of
toya,
of
all
Ortiz,
Glorieta,
Esquibel
f
an inch and
I. SPARKS,
N.
and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
blue tint, so that they may
readily question of the ratification or reject - opposite one of said squares shall be N. M.,
Chairman of the Board.
M.
be distinguished from the white bal- ion of said amendment;
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
whereupon printed the words, "For constitutional
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lots provided for the election of the governor of said terirtory
shall amendment,' and opposite the other
Clerk of the Board.
county and state officers.
Register.
Said sep- by proclamation
declare the said blank square shall be printed the
arate ballots shall be delivered only amendment a part of the constitution words,
constitutional
"Against
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
to the election officers authorized
Notice for Publication.
by of the proposed state of New Mexico ' amendment."
t
law to receive and have the
and
same
to
vote
for
Any elector desiring
shall be
thereupon the
custody
of the Interior.
(Coal Land.)
of the ballot boxen for i.o
u come a part of said constitution; said amendment shall place a cross Department
'
woe at BalU
Coal Land.
of the interior,
election and shall be delivered bv but if the same shall fail of such ma - in the blank square opposite the
Department
May 4, 1911,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
them only to the individual voter at
Notice is hereby given that Agri- jority, then Article XIX of the consti - words "For .constitutional amend- his request at the time he
May 4, 1911.
New
Mexico as adopted on ment," and those desiring to vote nina Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
appears tution of
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
to vote at the said general
election, January 21, 1911, shall remain a against such amendment shall place Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M , who. on
and shall havr the initials of two el- part of said constitution.
a cross in the blank square opposite made homestead entry, No.
April 13, 1906, made homestead
ective officers of opposite political
as
herein
the
otherwise providwords, "Against constitutional
Except
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW. X
1 nTOOC
1 . A
, . entry
am C Tl
fid
1 W
fwii-uou, lui
d vv
parties written by them upon the ed said election upon this amendment amendment," and such ballots shall
rrj
Sec. 4, SE. 4 NE.
Sec. S,
N.
SE
SW
section 5.
back thereof.
Said seDarato hniiot. shall be in all respects subject to the be. counted and canvassed
by the Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
township 14 N.. range 9 E., N. M. P.
.shall not be marked either fop nr election laws of New Mexico now in election officers of said state author
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
has filed notice of intention
against the said amendment at the force.
ized by law to count and canvass to make Final five year Proof, to es- Meridian,
to make final five year proof, to estime it is handed to th elector by the
Sec. 6. That the fifth clause of sec- the ballots cast at the election for tablish claim to the land above detablish claim to the land above deelection officer and must he murM tion two of "An Act to enable the state officers; and the returns of said
scribed, before Register or Receiver, scribed, before register or receiver, IT.
by the voter, unless he shall request people of New Mexico to form a con- election upon said amendment shall U. S. Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
one oi tne election officers to mark stitution and state government and be made by said election officers di on the 6th Office,
day of July, 1911.
the 6th day of July 1911.
the same for him, in which case be admitted into the Union on an rect to the secretary of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Territory
Claimant names as witnesses:
auuu election omcer so called upon equal footing with the original states; of Arizona, at Phoenix, who, with the
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena.
snau mark said ballot as such voter and to enable the people of Arizona governor and chief
justice of said ter Agustin Montoya, Joae Ortiz y Pino, Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
shall request.
No ballots on said to form a constitution and be admit- ritory, shall constitute a canvassing all of Galisteo, N. M.
Pino, all of Galisteo, N. M.i
amendment exoeDt thntw an h a nil aA ted into the Union on an equal foot- board, and they, or any two of them,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to said elector! and so marked shall ing with the original states, approv- - shall meet at said
city of Phoenix
Register.
.: Register.
two-third-
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Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Soathwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart
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nugatory and
the testimony, whether true or false,
was immaterial and consequently
could not be the basis for a charge

BARRY

D. MOULTON

THEODORE

N, ESPE

COMPANY-

-

THE

ft. J. PAUEN, frattNt
L. A. hughes,

.

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
of perjury.
MOULTON-ESP- E
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
District Judge Wellborn sustained
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurethis view and quashed the indictment.
Of this judgment the
AGENTS.
government
Entered as Second Class Matt ei-- at the Santa. Fe
sought a review under writ of error
Santa Fe, New Mexico
The case
$3.50 from the supreme court.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
was argued there about two years
25
Dally, per week, fcy carrier
THE CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Weekly, six months
ago, with the result that the decision
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
2.00
was
affirmed
divided
a
by
court, only
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
voting four against
50 eight justices
Net surplus is the supreme test of a fire company's strength.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oaily, per year, by mail
and four for Justice Moody being abThe Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders is
sent. But the government secured
COUNTY.
FE
SANTA
larger than the net surplus of any other company.
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
an order for a
before a
Idt.view
full
sent to
of the great, public
bench,
The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is
,
!
circulation importance of the case.
and
a
growing
has
and
large
the
Territory,
every postoffice in
General Wiekersham aftAttorney
.;
Southwest
of
the
erwards placed the case in the excluanion the intelligent and progressive people
Good Scheme.
PRUDENT LOVE MAKING.
sive charge of Ernest Knaebel, then
"I see the sheriff is advertising your
become one of his official household.
stock for sale."
Bwaat girl, I am thinking of making
The
took place on the
An offier-i- n
short, to propose;
"Yes; and he's getting quite a run
10th and 11th of last month, with But now a close census I'm taking
for business. I wish I had tried
the
Of
cons
various
the
and
pros.
the result announced by the New 'THl a critical case
- .
myself."
to decide
WILSON AND THE SHORT
Mexican's leased wire yesterday. The It calls for discretion and on,
.THE COST OF A TOGA.
skill;
BALLOT.
case, well known as the "Hammers Such a suit should be carefully triad on
Under that heading, the Arizona
Before one Is faced with the bill.
Woodrow Wilson is certainly not case," was remanded for further prosAppropriate Times.
of
newspaper
the
leading
Republican,
"I believe firmly there is a time for
Mexico ecution in the court below. It is a
the
with
.New
in
harmony
Is
a
Tl
certain
lottery, dear, that
the adjoining territory, figures up Democrats.
all things."
He does not believe in precedent very comforting to numerDon't toss up your sweet little head;
"Yes. I've noticed that' you have
the probable price of a senatorship the recall of judges, he believes in ous desert land claimants, of whom There surely is nothing to hurt In
Dlsrussion
wed.
we
are
vigorously opposed the treating habit
In New Mexico, too, a stable constitution and he believes there are thousands in New Mexico 'Tis wiser to before
from Arizona.
marry at leisure
when it comes your turn to treat?"
Thai hurriedly fasten the noose;
During the con- alone.
the idea is prevalent that it will take in a short ballot.
"Tis prudence that dallies with pleasure
Democrats
the
convention,
stitutional
Before 'tis too late to get loose.
lots of money to be elected to the
insisted
FARMERS WHO MAKE GOOD.
and
progressives
Heading It Off.
Senate from this state after it has that every office, including the judiThere'! a marvelous sweetness In wooing,
"Got any butter like that you sold
Scarcely a week passes but thai
As
who
are
few
a
can
a
Wood-roas
be;
pleasant
sport
been created and there
toe yesterday?"
ciary be made elective, while
New Mexico papers do. not report But when
things are past all undoing
look forward to a saturnalia of bribWilson believes in only a few el- a farm sale running into the tens of
I fear I might pine to be free.
"Plenty." , Will you always obey me with meeknessT
in many other thousands of dollars. .
"Then take- care to give me a
Very often it
ery, direct and indirect. But those ective officers and as
Will
to
me
no
cause
you
give
regret?
Woodrow Wilson is right. Is the case of a man
pound of something different."
come to For perhaps In a moment of weakness
having
few have not reckoned upon the tem- things,
The New Mexican pleaded for an ap- New Mexico without any
I may make up my mind to it yet.
large means What's
per of New Mexico people nor upon pointive judiciary, but the Democrats
that? ' You declare you'd not take
up a homestead, developing it
taking
me?
USELESS.
the spirit that has taken possession jjaij their way although they will be anu then
In
what
other
Tour
words grieve me much, goodness
way
seeing.
The the first to, holler when this particul- can the average man without
of the United States Senate,
knows.
r.o
capital Is jirudence a crime? Would you make,
'
of the New Mexico con- accumulate a
competence so quickly?
senatorships from New Mexico will ar provision
me '
harm
and
injusin
results
stitution
There is many an office holder, for Go it blind when I start to propose?
not be sold nor bought; they will not
at
a few candidates
But
tice.
you see, don't concern
instance, who has been In politics all These questions,
Even now an election then,
go to the highest bidder.
.
means small campaign his life, and who hasn't a red
you, ,
v
,
copper
forces are getting
Since
busy that will
I'm
as I please.
funds, a minimum of boodle and the to his name, and many a business If passionatefree to do Just
will
one
turn
hundred
thousand
you
dollars,
pleadings
spend
average Democratic leader. ga,anot im- man who just manages to keep a day I think I'll go down on my knees.
if necessary, to prevent- senatorships
being
any
fought
campaign
agine
two
or
enahead of foreclosure, who
being sold, but will not have a cent without a big slush fund.
Governor
vy the homesteader who has made
A least a dozen
A Child's Reasoning.
to pay for a bribe.
on
said
Wilson
Saturday:
'
It is frue, the first few years
good.
"Save your pennies, my boy," urged
firstclass, experienced detectives will
"It is interesting to note among on the homestead are hard; there are the wise father. "If you can accumube on the job day and night, and
everv dou! tful legislator will be trail-- ! otner things, how popular the idea no luxuries, no automobiles, no so- late enough of them you, will be a
has become of shortening the ballot ciety events for the man on the farm, millionaire. Do you. realize that the
ed from the time he is nominated until
that is, of reducing the number of but if he is made of the right kind ocean is mf'.s of billions of drops ot
he casts hh final vote for the senator- Via ann
,
tn persons who are to De voted for. It of grit and has the right kind of a watery'-- "'
nhln
wife and children, he will be in posi
'"Yes," replied the child, "but IH bet
" .
send from New Mexico two clean men
o
m
Y
tion in time to laugh at the folks in there never would have been an ocean
to the United States Senate.- - The hat ,f
ce must
the city, who in cashing Aft are no U some-bodhad been around to
newspapers, as a rule, will join in this
voter will be
richer than they
effort to keep the new commonwealth be, s l0"S that
twenty or forty sneak out the drops to make change,
or years ago an1- - who look forward with whenever a few were put in."
from the scandal which has S0,(utelJ 'forant of tlle character
s
ot
or
abilities
Oi?in.
dread,. o. old age.
Of course, there
marked the
in
hatii
Piper I haven't seen one of them
Illinois. Colora.o and RpWral other of th men h vots for; an,i tbM ft're exceptions, many exceptions, but
Silken? Weill
on his part is tapper-righ- t as a rule, 160 acres of fertile soil til
are trying to accomplish with their
states, and the New Mexican predicts pomace
"No," she said, "I cant believe that
6 political Xaehine. .It led skillfully year after year, are to
aeroplanes.
now that they win win, and tunltL
you are sincere."
flU the ticket
'unknown
men
Peep How's that?
be
to
!can
that the men who go to the United
preferred
any political job and
he
"Darling,"
replied,
Isrvently
no w'u
Piper I haven't see one of thwn
subservient tools, or at even to the average business open "every word I
States Senate, though they possess
to
comet
you
say
a butterfly or a bug with one
rate no jSRrlbua objection to the ing that requires no
catch
y
will
be
sent
not
from
capital.
wealth,
there,
Bay heart."
straight
yet.
which
of
the
policies
of
cause
"I wish I could believe it but no!
their wealth, but because of c.arrym5U
the ntf&eMne desires.
Whereas, if
The appointment of Chief Justice You have referred to my silken hair.
cue
ticKet is reduced to a smau num William H.' Pope to the federal bench It Is too much. I got it from a China-ma- n
dates whose legislative records in tl
The Reckless Lover.
ber of names for a few conspicuous when New Mexico becomes a state,
who was giving up his queue."
In mood distraught,.
past nave Deen against measures-jj-aj
Ha kissed her hair; ..
offices, it will be possible for every
were ior we people, need
in the dispatches yes"
t,
noJJkpply, body to know who he is voting for, foreshadowed
Though 'twas
and those who rely UDon
He didn't care.
terday, will demonstrate the wisdom of
DID
OTHERS
IT.
!and t0 nave an actual 3udSmnt inthe the appointive policy in selecting the
elect them, had better wMIk a
matter. If the few persons voted for
Suppose the federal Judithey fare worse eve- -f
Another Wreath.
Primer; are held responsible for the appoint judiciary.
Santa-- S
'1 think the champion chump of the
xbm at Washing. ment of the rest and for the manage ciary were elective,',' what .a wrangling among jack-lelawyers there
lily eeason was the man who mar.
toUU,: fof the country at large seems
ment of the
which they would be for this high position and it
ried that French actress."
to be as much determined as are the undertake thegovernment
people have a definite i3 no disparagement of the popularity
"Well, I'm glad the championship
- people of New Mexico, that such senmeans of control.
This small group of Chief Justice W. H. Pope to assert
remains In America.''
atorships shall not be sold. They are of men can be watched, they can be that nine chances out
of ten he
watching New Mexico closely because judged, they can be assessed by what would have- - been defeated for
the
of the very fact that the assertion has
do from day to day; and real nomination by some third-rat- e
they
j
senMexico
New
made
been
that the
Notice is hereby (riven that the lands desresponsibility will take place of vir
who would disgrace
cribed below, embracing 66 25 acres, within
atorships will go to the highest bidder tual irresponsibility.
Where every the ermine. The New Mexican has
the Jemez and Manzano National forests,
Mew Mexico, will be subject to settlement
and that a vote in the first New Mexis responsible, nobody is re faith in the Republican party and in
and entry under the provisions of the homeico state legislature will be worth a body
stead lawsof the United States and the act
sponsible.
the people of New Mexico, and yet,
of June 11. 1906 (34 Stat., 233). at the United
good deal to the man who holds out
This is undoubtedly
the reason it knows, that the election of the
States land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
for a price.
on July 25. 1911. A ny sett ler who was actual
why the commission form of govern judiciary as provided for in the conly and in good faith claiming any of said
Arizona
Says the
Republican:
ment for cities has been spreading
Linus ior agricultural pu eposes prior 10 Janwill, in many instances,
"There are four Democratic candi- with such extraordinary rapidity from stitution,
uary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned same,
if not injustice
bring
has a i reference rlKht to make a homestead
disappointment,
dates for the office of United States city to city throughout the country and disaster. The
entry for the lands nctually occupied. Said
of
appointment
lnnds were lifted upon the applications of
Senator from Virginia, to succeed Under this form of government the
to the federal bench will
the persons mentioned below, who have a
Judge
Pope
exSenator Martin, whose term will
usual arrangement is to select a prove a splendid one and will serve
preference right subject to the prior right
of any such settler, provided such settler or
pire next year. Senator Martin him- board of not more than five persons, much to mitigate the errors that
is qunlided to malie homestead
applicant
self, by the way, will be one of the and put the whole government of the are bountd to be made, at
entry and the preference rlirht is exercised
in
least,
j prior to July 25. 1911 on which date the lands
matis
not
this
the
candidates. But
J will be snbjt-- t to settlement and entry by
city in their hands, both the ordi- spots, when it comes to electing the
I
ter of immediate interest in the
any qualified person. The lands are as folnance making power and the admin- state judiciary.
lows: The NKM of NWi4 of W of SWVi,
paign.
to
the WW of KH of WK of SWVi, the SB of
istrative or executive power;
give
N KM of SWVi of SWVi, the F.V4 of SEVi of
In St. Louis they are now having
"Virginia has a recently adopted them authority to appoint all city ofWVi of SWVi, the WV4 of SW'4 of HKV, of
SWVi, the SV4 of NWH of SKVi of SWVi, Sec.
primary system, which includes the ficers, and hold them responsible for "See St. Louis" excursions among
13. the NE'i of NEVi of N WVi of NWV1, Sec.
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Miss Alice Atkinson has gone vto cenits. B.Vnn. Market steadv to low- Sierra county, to visit er. Native steers, $5.006.10;' cows
EVERYTHING
Chloride,
friends. Mrs. R. A. Wilklow accom-'anYou
Desire. See Our Stock.
western
Could
Possible
heifers, $3.005.75;
4
1
panied her. ;
a 7ssis snntra.
Btra
A
J. Frank Curns, the Wagon Mound
ranee rows end heifers.
banker, formerly of this city, spent the $3.005.00;
canners,
$2.754.25;
ua) m iuu ana leu xor Lfimy this art- - stackers and feeders.
$3.505.50:
ernoon to meet Mrs. Curns. who is
i
nATnn. hn0
on
from
her
through
passing
way
Wag- $4 00i5.25
on Mound .to Arizona, where she 1st
Market
12,000.
Hogs Receipts,
vti, ..rin,,.
lower.
i steady to five cents
Heavy,
mother.,,;
"$5.755.95; mixed, $5.855.95; light,
$5.956.05; pigs, $5.005.90AC bulk
NIPPONESE WERE GIVEN
He is known and sold the
Come down and look at him in our window.
of sales, $5.856.00,
ONLY A LITTLE NIP.
Market
4,800.
A
:
new line medium price
Sheep Receipts
world over for $2.50.
Yearlings
Santa Fe Walloped the Japs at Base- strong to cents higher.
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS'
!$4.254.75;
wethers,
$3.904.35;
ball Yesterday By Score of
'
ewes, $3.654.25; lambs, $5.756.65.
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
8 to 3.
..
BUTT BROS. CO. :
Kansas City, Mo., May 16. Cattle
300 south- Santa Fe walloped the wiry Japs bvl RecelPts
DRUGGISTS
4
score of 8 to 3 yesterday and at!rns- - Market stady to 10 cents oIw
south-th006-15- ;
steers?5
Nativ
ho time did the Nipponese even .make11"West Side Plaza
Phone Red 161
southern
4.005.70;
jern ster8'
game a nip and tuck affair.
But the audience had its money's cows Bnd helfrs- $3.004.6O; native
worth seeing the sensational plays ofjCOW8 and hifers. $3 005.00; stock-it- s
bulls,
home team plays that must have! ersand feder3.
made the Japs realize that they were Kn05.00; calves, 44.507.00; west- m a'; crowd altogether too swift for ern steers, $5.005.80;' western cows,
them, even If they had fleet little feet. $3.00 5.25.
WE ARE NOW READY TO.
Market CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
20,000.
Hogs Receipts,
Berardinelli, Santa Fe's third base,-wa,u '.' I,'- - .;
the man who made a phenomenal steady. Bulk of sales, $6.056.15;
catch at the very close of tjie game heavy $6.050.12
SIGN WRITING
packers and
which brought every one in the grand butchers, $6.05a16.15; lights, $6.10
stand to his feet. He ran a distance 6.20.
First Class Work Guaranteed
...
THEM
INTRODUCTORY
of 50 to 75 yards and caught a foul
Market
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
which put the Japs out of business, steady. Muttons, $3.60 4.60; lambs,
NOVELTIES
CARDS AND
making three outs and leaving Santa $4.806.35; fed wethers, and yeart
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
Fe an inning at the bat, but one that lngs, $4.005.00; fed western ewes,
was not needed.
309 San Francisco
$3.604.25.
Curio
.Michael Stanton's home run was an- Street
and
J other feature, although he came
results
returns
big
iapa For; quick
uau uu
it ivib.
center- neiu try. a New Mexican Want Ad.

MILLINERY

PERSONAL MENTION

I

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Summer Dresses

i

Business

Does a General Banking

I

PAGE FIVE,

M.

::::::

Your Patronage Solicited

House and Street

!

H. F. STEPHENS,
B. LAUGHLIN, President ,
W. I. GRIFFIN; Asst. 'Cashier

Cashier,

j

INSURANCE

-

Boiler)

;

Real Estate
(City

1

Property-Ranch-

in-e- d

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds
"

o

'"

"'

'

1

j

'

-

;

j

WATSON & CO.

O. C.

I

New-Nobby-Styli-

and Snappy

sh

i

Prices

j

Offices

"

;

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Sao Francisco St.

119

!

i

Surprise Everybody

j

1

j

,(

SPRING

;

1

:

ould
brin;s with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particularly
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our CHILDREN SULKIES
which are lifht, durable and just suited to five the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.

WiTOUn&GO.

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT

FUNERA

EMBALMERS

&

DIRECTORS

L

Instead of Liquid

Antiseptics Peroxide

4

r.t

j

S--

REIEMMR THIS!
We Bond More People
Than Any Other Company
In the World!,
SURETY

NATIONAL

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

COMPANY

Capita! City Bank Building

Room No. 8,
Phone Black No. 52,

,

Arkansas Strawberries

Insurance Agency.

&

4

.

..

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

H. S.

KAUNE

& CO.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxssxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

n

:

''

"ALWAYS

I

RELIABLE" i

We have all the latest styles in
Women's & Men's fine Stockings

JOHN

d

-

Tm

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

PFLUEGER

LESS!

FOR

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

Cut Flowers
A bpeCialty

PLANTS,

ni Table

'

Fruit in Season. Wedding
Bouquets and Decoration.

j

Funeral Designs.
y,
Out of town orders given careful attention.' An extra charge of 25c
for packing on orders under $3.00.
;

I THE
V

'

:

v.boyle,

CLARENDON GARDEN

I ; DkMu Mark

!-

-

'

.HA'Tl

.

Mgr.

je,r H;rC; YONTZ, "fiS"

-

8anta Fa, ,t6w Mexico.

e

-

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
;

(Old Sparks ttancta )

;

;

:

s

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

j

Best of Food

Pur. Sarins. Water

No Invalids

a

$15

,

Week.

,

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks

'

Tclepaph Gloriela

.

;

Best of Beds

Cold

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

i

f

Frame Your' Pictures
PR1CES-ASKF-

0R

Santa Fe Trail

Write.Pccos

Company

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
:

CONTINUOUS
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"

,

'

,

SOLE AGENTS

5

;
V

'

.

'

;

ft 'I

DAY

AND

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

,

4"

::

;i:

3

Electric Toasters
'

Water Heaters and Percolaters

;

NIGHT

"

WIRE

FOR

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

SERVICE

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric - Tea Pots

VHE SANTa FE NjiIW

PAGE SIX

St, Louis Rockf
Pacific

In effect Sept, 1st

7 30
7 40
05
S 20
35
8 50
9 10
9 35
10 00

0
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

2 30
2 47

8 07
3 43

48
55

Humuldo
Dedmau
Capuliu
Vigil
Thompsou
Ounnlniiliam
....Clifton House N.M
I.v
Raton. N. M
Ar
Ar
..Lv
Ktou,N.M
..
N
M..
House
i.. .Clifton
SPreston

4 43
6 00
5 10
5 18
5 2S
5 45

1
1

9 32
8 65
9

.Koehlor..
68
76
82

Lv

1
--

!

84

Ar

05

8 20

liOolfax

Ar

00
50
30
15
05
45
25
55
30

10 15
9 49

.Koehler Junction.

3 35

4 15

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Oerrososo

Lv!

Olmarron
Ar
Oluiarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park.N. M...LV

8 02
7 46

am

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

pm

JOonnecta at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both Northland Soutb.3
3Stage (or Van Houten X, M, meets trains at Preston N.iM.;
Stage leaves Ute Parle. NT, M for KlUabetbtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. ra, daily exoepl
free.
uadsys. Fare fe w one way $3.50 roundM- trip; Ufty pound baggaae carried
O. .fc S. train leaves Oes Mclnes. S.
for the south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from the

It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and

jind sieie women well.

Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous drnggists
for this reliable remedy.
are invited to consult by letter, free. AU correspondence
and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
tiny granules, easy to take as randy.

Sick women

strictly private
regulation and conlee to World's
trol of public utility corporations.
Dr. Pierce's
The present law was framed 40 years
bowels.
ago to meet conditions
then, when
electric railroads were unknown.
In one respect the House bill is
Mart, Benito Segura, Fierro; Leroy
very radical, providing that the com- Drake, Ponca City, Oklahoma; L,
missioners, instead of being appointAlbuquerque.
ed, shall be elected by the people. UpCapital.
on this point there probably will be
Doug Moore, Mattoon; William Hara contest with the Senate, the upper
S. James, Atlantic
House favoring appointments by the pers, Silver City;
City; Mr. Tucker and wife, Kansas

Smoke curling up from the farmhouse
chimney as the men are coming in from the
fields, gives a pretty suggestion of a good supit also
per and a comfortable home. But
means a hot, tired woman, working hard over
a blazing fire.
Your wife can escape this with a New
.
Perfection Oil

gent

Sugar-coate-

d,

out any question as to its soundness.
There is no more reason, except a
selfish one, to object to it now than
there was at the last Congress." No,
dear Globe, there isn't, there never
was, but just wait and see that just
as we are on the brink of success,
serDenver, some fool Democrat will bob-uCity, Mo.; B. C. Bancroft,
daughter, enely and drop us out again. Don't
Colo.; Mrs. Miller and
Mountainair, N. M., Barning Gray, worry, we're used to it by this time.
Johnson,
Ashland,
Ky.; Madaline
In the Wake of the Measles.
Steubenville; Cylde H. Hooper, New
York; Robt. E. Morris, Agricultural
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
school, N. M.; George Stull, Leonard, Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
Tex.; Japan Baseball team, Los
grew worse and he could not sleep
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
GLEANINGS BY A RUSTY PEN.
him and he has never been bothered
since. Croup, whooping cough, measBy J. W. R.
les cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
New Cuss. (Words)
We are so glad that the Waseda and Tar Compound.
The genuine
Baseball club was in town; it brought is in the yellow packages always. Refuse substitutes.
us some fresh bastaail srang.
For sale by all
druggists.
Cupid is Getting Careless,
A Springfield,
Mo., Judge granted
Either Cupid
34 divorces in one day.
is getting careless or has been on a

Cook-slove-

A New Perfection keeps a kitchen many degrees cooler than any
other range, yet it does all a coal or wood range can do. It saves time,
labor and fuel. No wood to cut ; no coal to carry ; no ashes ; no sooL
With the New Perfection oven it is the best cooking device you can
find anywhere.

governor.
Governor Deneen will sign the bill,
whether
the elective feature is left in
tb at 4:38 a. m,- or omitted.
He is thoroughly in favor of a comprehensive system of
M. WILLIAMS,
C. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
control through a commission and pubG. P. Agent,
Made with , 2 and 3 burner,, with Ions,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent.
Handturqttoise blue enameled chimney,.
licly says in spite of the fact that
somely finished throughout. The - and
Theodore N. Vail, head of the Bell
ttove, can be had with or without a
cabinet top, which if fitted with drop shelves,
that
companies
recently declared
towel racks, etc.
such "control has come to stay" and
Dealer everywhere; or write (or descriptive circular to the nearest agency ol the
"can and should stop all abuses of
Continental OH Company
capitalization, of extortion, or of overcharges, of unreasonable division of
(Incorporated)
Governor
Deneen's stateprofits."
ment on the same subject was this:
"The franchises and business of pubv
ia
and M
treatment.
lie utilities are in their nature a monQUALITY OF ILLINOIS
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Half a Gallon of Water Drunk
RIVER WATERS.
opoly.. They 'should be treated as
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
such in order that the. interests of the
Daily.
Need of Purification of Supply Shown
The average
quantity of water public as well as those of the corporIn Report of Investigation by
used daily in cities of the United ations may be properly safeguarded.
Government.
"It is too well known to need the
States ranges from 50 to 150 gallons
THE
used support of argument that the stand- spree. His
The quantity
per capita.
Syncopated Fingering.'
The United States Geological Sur each day for drinking is estimated to ards of politics in our state and muniA Missouri man
had his fingers
It is of the cipalities have often Deen lowered crushed while moving a piano. Now
vey has just published another edi be about half a gallon.
tion of its exhaustive report on the greatest importance that this half and their legislative bodies debauch he is playing nothing but
OR
BEST
gallon should be free from the germs ed through the efforts of public utiliThe Raton Range, Rage Rag.
quality of the waters of Illinois of typhoid and other diseases. ,For ties companies.
suiA man in Denver committed
While
(Water Supply Paper 239.)
many uses, such as sprinkling streets
should be given to the cide after reading a piece of poetry.
"Authority
to
the and flushing sewers, no purification Railroad and
this report is of first interest
Warehouse Commis- Wonder if it was written by Gloomy
ROUTE
people of luinoia, it contains much i? needed, but for a large number of sion, or to a commission
created Gus?
information on stream pollution, the other uses the value of the water for this
specific purpose, to gather
Like Big Bugs.
treatment of impure water for muni- depends on the amount and kind of and
publish all facts regarding the
A deaf mute In St.. Louis got ten
cipal engineering and other industrial mineral matter
The cost of construction, maintenance and
it contains.
years in the penitentiary for murder.
uses, the cost of differing degrees of best water for use in laundries, steam operation of public
utility corpora- then accosted by a representative
For rates and full information address
different purposes, boilers, textile works, and paper
purification for
with
to
tions,
power
require service of the press, he had "nothing to say."
and similar subjects having a general mill3 is that which is clear, is free
for the public needs and to
I
Did he "Pop" the Question?
The vol- from iron, and contains only a mod- adequate
application and Interest.
fix rates which will be fair to the
El Paso Texas.
A man named Winchester recently
ume is now available for distribution erate amount of other mineral mat
publiq, will assure to investors a rea- married a
girl by the name of "Rifle"
and can be obtained .on request to ter.
sonable return upon their investment, of New York.
What will their child- the Director, United States Geologi- Purification for Industrial Purposes. and will offer inducements
!
for the in ren be called? "Sons of Guns."
cal Survey, Washington, D. C.
made as vestment of private capital in public
heretofore
Investigations
Straw.
Last
The
This report is the result of an in- to the quality of water has been di- service corporations to
stimulate
About the only chance President
vestigation ol the quality of waters rected largely to its fitness for drink their growth as the public needs re- Diaz has now of
winning the revolu
of Illinois made in 1906 and 1907 by
ing, but within the last lew years quire.
tion is to get a few of those English
I
the. United States Geological Survey corporations and communities
have
"If comprehensive
legislation of suffragets; arm them with rolling
in cooperation with the Illinois fetate wun t0 realize the damage and loss the character
suggested were provid- pins and set them after the insurrec-tos-.
Water Survey, the State Geological j occasioned by the use of unsuitable ed the
Then he can sit in peace and
subject of corporate control
Survey, and the engineering experi- - j water or oti,er purposes.
The
would be removed to a greater extent enjoy it all.
station of the University of Illi- roaQS of the country are spending then at
from the field of poliSpring' Poetry.
nois.
It gives the results of several iaree sums everv vear in treating tics in present
which it has often exercised The season of lovers is here, tra-lthousand analyses of waters from the boiler-feewaters so as to render a disturbing influence."
I
And the moon and the stars are at
Illinois streams, showing their min-- them less injurious to the boilers, the
In the bill that has passed the
work,
eral condition and fitness or unfitness money thus spent being saved many
House and in a similar bill, with the With Cupid all fixed, with arrows all
for industrial purposes.
times over in the decreased cost of elective feature
mixed,
eliminated, that has
Most of the Illinois streams were repairs and in the increased life of
USE
passed the Senate, practically every No telling what hell he will raise,
found to be so polluted as to unfit the locomotive boilers.
Many laundries
point specified by Governor Deneen
water for domestic use without puri find it more profitable to install ex- Ia
Harder Struck Than Men.
covered.
fication and many of them contained pensive apparatus for softening water
A girl in Bridgeport, Conn., took
those
Chicago representatives and
AVater
so much aissolved
and suspended than to soften it with soap.
carbolic acid the other day because
matter as to make them unsuitable must be purified for use in many or other large cities in the state, were she could not
go out calling the evensuccessful
so
in
bills
the
amendnig
woolen
for Industrial
use without proper
mills, breweries, and other
We thought women
ing before.
conthat
will
retain
municipalities
In some cities the
establishments.
with smoking
be
would
satisfied
trol
of
local
their
transportation com
whole water supply is softened.
cigars, voting at the polls and wearcomno
teels
that
panies.
Chicago
TO
LINE
SHORTEST
In planning a water works system
mission under the new law will be ing trousers, but here one kills herfor the home, factory, or municipallimited specifically
in one point. self because she couldn't go out "to
ity It is not enough in these days of There is a clause only
that prohibits the see her beaux."
to know simply
J
'Ware Uncle!
sharp competition
commission
from
with the
interfering
that the water is safe for drinking. two-ceWhen a man pays his attentions to
In
all
rate.
other
passenger
To determine the best water for all
4
matters the commissiqn will occupy a girl and promises to marry her and
purposes it is necessary to know the the same
position with respect to rail- then backs out of it, she can sue him
amount and character of mineral
roads,
express,
steamboat, sleeping for breach of promise. Why doesn't
matter it contains. Without such
TICKETS AND R ERER V ATIONS AT
car and electric and interurban com- Miss New Mexico bring suit against
knowledge no estimates can be made
in the state that the Interstate Uncle Sam and a few other uncles?
of the cost of purifying the water and panies
Used to Lemons.
Commerce
Commission holds towards
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
making it suitable for both drinking the railroads
In
for statehood for New
speaking
of
the
country.
and industrial uses.
Mexico, the St. Louis
In connection with its topographic
says: "The statehood bill for
Warning to Railroad Men.
mapping the United States Geological
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., New Mexico went through the House
Survey determines accurately the el- sends out this
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
to railroaders: at the last session of Congress with-- !
evations of many points and is now A, conductor warning
on the railroad my
17-1- 8
publistfjfcg a series of bulletins giv work caused a chronic inflamation of
MEN
before the Territorial Supreme Court One and one fifth fare from all points in ing the results of precise and primary the kidneys, and I was miserable and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe. N. M New Mexico, also El Paso and Trinidad spirit leveling in many of the states. all played out.
A friend advised
For tender face and neck after shavThese bulletins are of especial value Foley
to Albuquerque and return.
Kidney Pills and from the day ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff
to engineers and constructors.
I commenced
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
taking them, I began or any skin or scalp disease use ZEMO
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
in
The
Results
of
Spirit Leveling
to regain my strength.
Attorneys-at-LaThe inflama and ZEMO SOAP.
Minnesota, 1S97 to 1910, under R. B, mation Cleared and I am far better
as
t
Practice
Dlstrl
Court
in
ZEMO is guaranteed to relieve all
tje
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Marshall, chief geographer, has just than I have been for twenty ': years, soreness and
From Santa Fe, N
well as before the Supreme Court of
itching. The soap is pa'rt
Attorney-at-Labeen
issued
the
by
Geological Survey me weakness and dizzv spells are of the
the territory.
best for all toilet
Dates of Sale May 15, 16, 17.
treatment,
New Mexico
Bulletin
I
as
Santa Fe,
453.
may be obtained
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
thing of the past and I highly purposes.
Return Limit, May 20th, 1911 free upon application to the Director recommend
Foley Kidney Pills." For
Sold by druggists everywhere and
of the Survey at Washington, D. C. sale by all drueeists. a
WILLIAM McKEAN
PROBERT & COMPANY
All The Way"
Fe
"Santa
in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy.
Attorney-at-LaInvestments
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX TIMETABLE ALL
Mining and Land Law.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
New Mexico.
Xaos,
Loaned
2-

NetoVerctiiott
Oil Cook Steve

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

rrom 3dnid re

ulcera-

tion, and cures weakness.
IT MAKES WEHK WOMEN STRONG

merce Commission. The House passed the bill, the Senate wil after a conIs
ference, and Governor Deneen
"spoiling for the chance" to sign it.
It is another step toward the intelli-

A Welcome Change

-

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

tric railroads, express, sleeping car
on much
and steamboat companies
the same basis as the Interstate Com-

20

Lv.. Dea Moines. N. M...Ari

The expression occurs so many timet in letters from
sick women, " I wan completely discouraged." And there
is always good reason for the discouragement. Years of
tried in vain.
pain and suffering. Doctor after doctor
Medicines doing no lasting good. It is no wonder that
Che woman feels discouraged.
Thousands of these weak and sick women have found
health and Courage regained as the result of the use of

Chicago, May 15. Illinois proves
the
progressive enough to enlarge
powers and duties of its railroad and
warehouse Commission, giving that
body jurisdiction over steam and elec-

(Read Up)

1910

STATION'!

16, 1911.

Discouraged

Powers and Duties of Commission
Will Be Revised on Progressive
Lines By Governor.

RATON NEW MEXICO

GENERAL OFFICES
Id
a m,

Hi

MAY

TUESDAY,

11.

STATE CURB ON RAILROADS
BROADENED IN ILLINOIS.

Lompanf

Ratiway

(Read Down)

SANTA FE, N.

nmm.

p

EAST

SALT LAKE CITY
AND RETURN

rag-tim-

via

.

Santa Fe,

WEST

$30.00
Dates of Sale May 30

.

and

Return Limit, June 20th

31
191 1

EUGENE FOX,

j
j

When Going

aai

Summer

rail-me-

-

EAST

j
'

WEST

or

'22

d

1

tri-le-

THE

iSXSXXXXXXXXXXSX

Springs and Pueblo

Denver, Colorado

G. A. R.

ENCAMPMENT

From

Santa Fe,

Chicago, $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35

Globe-Democra- t;

$4.15

Money

for Investors

LOCAL TRAIN

California

-

Excursions,
June 5, 6, & 10 to 22,

a,

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Su
Herewitb are some bargains offered
Prompt and careful by the New Mexican
preme Courts.
Printing com
attention given to all business.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Mexico
New
Fe.
Santa
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
HARRY D. MOULTON
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
Pleadings. 16; the two for $10
Attorney-at-LaAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Sheriff's
full leather $3.
Flexible
Santa Fe, N. M.
Pock-- t

Cover
Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Surreme Court Reports, Nos.
Com3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
pilation Corporation La .vs, 75 c. Com0, W. PRICHARD
Money's
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Digest of New Mexico Reports, ful
Cdurt'
District
the
In
all
' Practice
full list school blanks.
Md gives special attention to casea sheep, $6.50;

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

ijc"".f

'

t

"r

.

$64.95
New York, $76.35

Buffalo,

!

We have for sale general stocks of
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties throughout Taos county.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Surgeon.
Physician and
Veterinary
before
courts
and
Practice in the
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ciDentistry a Specialty
N. M.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
o: Frisco and Shelby Sts.
E. C. ABBOTT
Phone Red 138.

N. M.

To

May

....

Rates

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911

tri-ol- !

IQQRANDE:

TOURIST

(ME IA

San Diego or

$1dLJ

Angeles
San Francisco
or Oakland

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe,"6:30
p. m.

$75.95

Boston,

COLORADO
Denver
$21.10
18.15
Colorado Springs
16.35
Pueblo
Low rates to many other principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.

.............

r
Liberal
privileges.
Return limit, October 31st 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent, stop-ove-

H. S. LTJTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe, N.

M.

-

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

.

MULLIGAN & RISING

D. H. Heaton am1 Mrs. Heaton, Hot
Springs, Neb., B. "F. Pankey, iamy;
George Marsh, Las" Vegas; Jesse L.

Nusbaum, City; J. P. Adams, Greeley,

Colo., R. A. Foster, Albuquerque; S.
C. TJney. Albuuueraue:
Charles A.
Carruth, Antonito; J. D.
Magnus,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS?

Cleveland; J. Eaton, Kansas City; F.
S. Holbrook,
A.
Washington, D.
M. Pulleh, Denver ; H. L.
(Jassidy,
San Francisco; William ;Mann, Chica-

C,

'
'.
7:20 d. m. conect with No. 7 and go:
p)UisVU
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Montezuma.
Los
J. O. H. Newby, Culiacon; "H. . B
Returning ftrriv at 3ani& Fe 11? IV
m.
Taylor,
Washington; Miss B. Adams,
(MS IA
p.
Miss B.
Hickman,
Albuquerque;
Ypsilanti, Mich.; M. Blrnbaum, Denv D. & R. G. Ry.
ver; M. F. Braghamer,
Chicago.'
Leaves 10:15 a. m. tor north.
Going and returning via direct lines,
Smith H. Simpson, Taos; John
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
return
and
Portland
(TEC Aft
'
Denver; E. W. Denver, AlaNew Mexico Central Ry.
via direct lines,
puiJ.UU
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No. mosa; R. A. Tosti, Mississippi; J.
Fleming, Albuquerque;- David D. Hot-er- ,
2 east and 1 south and west, ft
Z( Going one way via
connections
Farmington; S. G. Swan, J. E. Es- Arrive 3.18 p1. m. with
lUaV.tJV
San Francis
pe, M. Freeman, City; H.H. Brook,
from No. 3 east.
Buckman; Mr. and Mrs. A. E, Beany,
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
aito take hold of St. Louis; C. S. Wood; Raton; ;W. A,
t'oley Kiuney
ycur system and help you to rid your- Wilson, New York; J. E. Stephens,
self of your dragging backache, dull' Denver; J. A. Leach, F. P. Canfleld,
C. M. Bradford, St.
headache, nervousness, Impaired eye- Albuquerque;
V. Jaramlllo, El Rito; Enrique
sight, and all the ills resulting from Louis;
L.
H. S. Lutz, Agent, the impaired action of your kidneys Sena, Las Vegas; F. J. Bannigan,
and bladder.
Remember it is Foley H. Slitzer, Albuquerque '
Coronado.
;
Kidney Pills that do this.. For sale
Santa Fe, N. M.
E. D. Leon, J.1 D. Jaramlllo, W.
by all druggists.
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Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily

PALAOB.

AVE

Done,

R0SWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.

Book-eswalte- r,

.

-

thl

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to

Ps

Carrying the U. S. mall and pasand
sengers between Vaughn, N.
RoiweU--, N. bl; connecting with tha
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
To-pek-

Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. au arrive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

.1
W

M

.WW

'

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight orvmore passengers.
For further information, write the

QTftP-KARaaah T..av

'V.

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

s

f
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MAN TAGIST
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MAY 16, 1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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about the wonderful
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ITER

inn Snpaw

31

ini.

oil convett11

cleanses

Askwnrdrnrcittforlt.

If

Canada Has Model Irrigation
Law While Uncle Sam's
Is Defective

tie cannot tupniv tbf
Other. irot Sena ItamD for
Uloatrated Wok sealer). It gfag
fall paxticulnra and direction! tn.
valuable to laitiea. U4MVKL.ro.
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-
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Htrtet. SEW Xl.IC.

Certificate of Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico.
Office of Secretary.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico.i do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at eleven o'clock a. m.,
on the thirteenth day of May, A. D.,
1911, Articles of Incorporation of Insurance Scale Company, Number 6791,
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this thirteenth day of May, A. D.,

Thos. F. Marshall,

PAGE SEVEl

Mo.,this

12th day of May, A. D., 1911.
(Signed) KIjWIX F. COARD,
Kansas City, Mo.,
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal
G. P. Hammer, Richmond, Mo., 100
My commission expires July 15th.

100 shares.
A. G. Hartley,
100 shares.

Marshall,

shares.

1913.

W. Irving Lake, Kansas City,

1.499,-40-

0

shares.

E. C. Abbott,
100 shares.

State

J

i

'

of Missouri,

County of Jackson. ss.
Before me, V. Hundley, a notary
public in and for said county and state!
this day personally
appeared the
above named Y. Irving Lake and G.
P. Hammer, personally known to me
to be the same persons who executed
the foregoing"" instrument of writing
and acknowledged that they signed,
sealed and delivered said instrument
as their free and voluntary act.
Witness my hand and notarial seal
this 4th day of May, A. D., 1911.
(Signed) V. HUNDLEY.
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires January

I

Santa t, New Mexico,

Sixth. The period of existence of
this company is Hmittd to fifty (30)
years.

WA RJTC
Nil J)

The Advertiser's Creed.
believe In publicity and In
every
legitimate method of
catching the eye and reaching
the ear of any possible customer.
I
believe that repetition must
result In emphasis, that emphasis must in time attract attention,
that attention must create Interest, that Interest must yield orders.
I believe
that the way to sell
goods Is to advertise them, to
tell people about them continually, to talk straight and to talk
honest.
I believe
that the market Is as
big as the world, thst a slice of
It belongs to me, that
my goods
are worthy of It and that I am
going to get It
I

FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished.
D. 3. Lowitzki.
FOR SALE

Household goods and
Galisteo street-Ca-ll

furnishings at 301
at any time.

irrigation laws notwithstanding the
exodus to Canada which discouraged
Seventh. The directors ofaid comWANTED A neat girl to assist
SLUMP IN COST OF LIVING it An invitation has been sent to
pany who are to act as such for the
J. S. Dennis, formerly commissioner
with care of two children. Apply to
first
three months after the filing of
of irrigation and the authority called
Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Sanitarium.
this certificate of incorporators, are
Decline in Butter, Mutton, Pork, upon by the department of agriculture
as follows:
for a monograph concerning the CanLOST Chihuahua Iog on Satur-a- y
Beef and Other Food
E. C. Abbott, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
adian laws and the reasons back of 1911.
night from 431 San Francisco St.
NATHAN JAFFA,
w. Irving Lake. Kansas City, Mo.
Products.
Return to Anaya & Lojez and receive
them, to address the congress. Con- (Seal)
John H. Estes, Richmond, Mo.
Secretary of New Mexico.
ditions have become so intolerable
reward.
Certificate of Incorporation .of InsurG. P. Hammer, Richmond. Mo.
that
the
underwriters
and
16.
RooseColonel
irrigation
Chicago, May
'
ance
Scale Company.
E. C. Petty, Cowgili, Mo.
1915.
FOR SALE Kranich & Bach Upvelt will find that the stork has been contractors have decided "to take the
This is to
that the underThos. F. Marshall. Marshall, Mo.
State of Missouri,
right piano in good condition, also
very busy and race suicide on the bull by the horns" and see if the re- signed, being certify
the subscribers to the A. G. Hartley, Kansas City, Mo.
book case and
dining table. Call
County of Jackson. ss.
whole unpopular in Chicago when he form making water a property and en
stock of the within , named
The number of directors of the comcapital
209 Jefferson Ave.
the
Before
V.
conto
federal
mornings,
me.
a
abling
pubin
will
as
government
do
he
Hundley,
notary
person,
investigates,
SAYS
ADS
as
MUST
TELL
hereinafter
company,
do pany shall be fixed from time to time lic in and for said
TRUTH
county and state
the Child Welfare Exhibit The cen- vey a sound title and protect it, can hereby associate themselvesstated,
s
into a by the
and may be increased this day personally
about.
STRAYED Sunday, May 14th from
the The Most
sus figures show that there are 1,729 not be brought
appeared
Litigation, corporation under and
Fundamental Requisite for
by virtue of the as may be provided in the
In above named Jno. H. Estes, E. C.
my homestead, black mare, saddle
families in Chicago with eight living complaints and hardship have origiof
an
Declares
Success,
of
Act
S.
the
S.
case
of
Dobbs
provisions
in
Great
any vacancy
Legislature
the board of Petty, Thos. F. Marshall and A. G.
scars, very fiaint brand on left shoulchildren in each, G79 with nine each, nated in the fact that waterrights are of New Mexico, entitled "An
Advancement In the Science.
Act to directors through death, resignation,
der. "I,. E." Halter. Reward for reknown to me to
Hartley,
personally
upon government
210 with ten each; 55 with eleven, 19 conflicting even
regulate the formation and govern- disqualification or other cause the re- be the same persons who executed the
turn
A. Leonard, Box 54, Santa
with twelve and three with 13. The projects and no title can be conveyed ment of corporation for mining, manThe
fundamental requisite for suc- Fe. to
directors by affirmative! vote foregoing instrument of writing and
maining
as
comes
such
from
states.
except
the.
livcessful advertising is truth.
latter is the greatest number of
industrial
and
other
a
of
purufacturing,
majority thereof, may elect a
that they signed, sealed
Of
the In Oregon the Portland Chamber of suits," approved March loth, 1905, be- successor to hold office for the unex- acknowledged
Any business that deserves to sucing minors in one family.
and delivered said instrument as their ceed
Commerce brought about the enactwill succeed most rapidly with
5,907 families with more then seven
typewriters.
79
of
1905
the Laws of
ing Chapter
pired portion of the term of the direc- free and voluntary act.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
proper advertising.
children each, the Germans, with a to- ment of new laws based upon a re- of New Mexico, and do severally agree tor whose place shall be
and
Witness my hand and notarial seal
vacant,
Proper advertising reduces the cost platens furnished. Ribbons and suptal of 1,099, are shown to be the most port of a commission, of which Mr. to take the number of shares of capi- until the election of his successor.
this 4th day of May, 1911.
plies.
of doing, thus benefiting the consumTypewriters sold, exchanged
The
law, tal stock set opposite our respective
In furtherance and not in limitaprolific. The Poles are second, with Dennis was a member.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
V. HUNDLEY
er
which
is
by
to
similar
the
reducing
very
American-borDominion
names
do
prices.
foland
while
as
parthe
1,044,
tion of the powers conferred by the Seal)
hereby certify
All repair work and
Notary Public.
typewriters guarAdvertising Is the most economic
ents are close to third, with 1,002. laws, has proved successful and a lows:
statute the board of directors are ex
iMy commission expires Jan. 24, 1911
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exform
of
advance
over
salesmanship.
the chaos prevaiFirst. That the name of the cor- pressly authorized as follows:
According to the report, the Russians great
Endorsed.
The advertising columns of news- change. Phone 231.
have 573 families with seven or more ling before. The Canadian laws, giv- poration is INSURANCE SCALE COM- ' To hold their meetings and to have
No. 6791.
papers and other publications should
e
PANY.
one or more offices and to keep the
children each, 563 are Irish, 3S2 Ital en severe test upon the great
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 108.
be even more carefully edited than
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
Second.
The location of its prin- books of the company within or withproject in Alberta of the Canian, 331 Bohemian, 206 Swedish, 182
Articles of Incorporation of Insur the reading matter.
pass title to government land without
Austrian, 94 Holland, 90 Canadian, 87 adian Pacific railway convey to a cipal office is in the Territory of New out the Territory of New Mexico, at ance Scale Company.
Samuel S. Dobbs, president of the
"ttlement, residence or cultivation.
Filed 'in office of Secretary of New Associated Advertising Clubs of AmerEnglish, 72 Norwegian, 40 Danish, 34 settler who purchases not only an ab- Mexico, in the County of Santa Fe, in such places as may be from time to
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
of
the
solute
and
Fe.
Santa
The
name
to
of
city
land
title
the
time
guaranteed
Scotch, 10 Roumanian, eight French,
designated by them, but the com- Mexico, May 13, 1911, 11 a. m.
ica, delivered an address to Denver procured in any other manner.
By
two but an equally absolute title to water, statutory agent therein and in charge pany shall always keep at its regisseven Swiss, four
Belgians,
business men on the subject of "The use of
NATHAN JAFFA,
scrip costly, tedious and danthereof
a
title which the Dominion governupon whom process against tered office in the Territory ot New
Greek, one Croatian and 40 from
Secretary. Creative Force In Advertising," under gerous contests may be averted. Write
The . Smietanka ment protects under a drastic penal this corporation may' be served is E. Mexico a transfer book in which the
other countries.
the auspices of the local Adscript club today for full
Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
C.
.
particulars. Fen S.
Abbott.
In
code.
Canada
is
"water
a
holds
transfer the transfer of stock can be
the
hog"
family with 10 children
recently.
210 Fleming Bldg., Phoenix,
to
made
feel
Third. The objects for which this made, entered and registered, and
THEN.
He made a plea for more advertisimmediately the weight
record, for there are three sets of
Arizona.
also a book containing the names and
twins, aee 7 11 and 14 years; this of ihe criminal law. In the United corporation is formed are:
ing, better advertising and truthful
When
1.
I
have
States
learned
the
To
to
in
addresses
of
manseven
in
redress
has
been
the
or
only
sway
by
put
stockholders and the Each
acquire
record of twins three times
purchase
advertising. He declared that careful
fault that ever hampers me;
advertising, whose volume always
years being about the best the city the civil courts, and the result is seen ufacture, machines or other devices number of shares of stock held by when I caji be, day after
day.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
in
the enormous accumulations of patented or otherwise for the purpose them respectively which shall be at The man I know I ought to be;
keeps pace with the growth of the
can do.
l ;jfj court
of printing, selling and delivering to all times open to the inspection of the
decisions.
business
manis
has
the
pracadvertised,
Litigation
only
Cost of Living Declines.
When I can give to other men
ner of reaching customers of all
been endless and in many the purchaser, coupon or other tickets registered stockholders in person.
The credit that to them is due.
MASONIC.
The slump in the cost of living tically
for
cases
classes at the smallest possible exhas
acciit
found
been
indemnity
water
that
against
by
injury
To
Though
be
determinefrom
to
time
may
when.
they
Con
my
time
National
Montezuma
rivals;
Farmers
urged by the
Lodge
cease
I
to
pense.
fear, though none pursue;
rights conveyed under federal irriga- dent; engaging in all other kinds of whether and to what extent and under
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
gress as a reason for its opposition tion
"No department of commercial enbusiness of a general manufacturing, what conditions and
were
or
third
projects
fourth
and
the Then shall I have the right to preach
to the pending reciprocity bill has
Regular communideavor, not excepting electrical eneven flimsier rights with no recourse of operating automatic slot machines accounts and books ofregulations
To those less glorious than I;
the cdmpany
cation first Monday
been a matter of dispute in Chicago to
shown
more
has
or
Then
advanceother
devices
I
gineering,
for
shall
have
the
acciof
sale
the purchaser except a civil action
the right to reach
other than the stock or transfer books
of each month at
To
although prices of retailers in some and a
In
ment
adten
last
from
the
the
angels
leaning
than
dent
sky.
years
insurance, either with or without or any of them shall be open to the
protracted lawsuit
Masonic - Hall
at
cases show declines in the cost of
declared.
he
"It has Joined
devices with weighing attachments.
vertising,"
7.30.
inspection of the stockholders and the
School Frats Killed.
food.
Meats are lower although fur
hands with science as one of the bene2. To sell, exchange, lease or otherH. H. DORMAN.
Merry Name.
rights in this respect are
niture is to be advanced by the "fur
Again the frats have been killed in wise dispose of all or any patents, de- stockholders
The Honduran soldiers stood on a factors of the human race, and where
and shall be restricted or limited acMaster
off publicity takes up
science
leaves
niture trust." Comparisons of prices Chicago by the school board but it h vices or machines for the selling a'nd
hill.
CHAS. E. LTNNE1, Secretary.
cordingly.
the
and
this year with those of the same date expected they will survive just as delivery to the
tells
burden
world
the
what
purchaser of coupons
"Hurrah for Santa Claus!" they these cloistered
To make, alter, amend and reclnd
in 1910 show a decline of three to they have survived
students have accomdeath or other tickets for indemnity against
previous
shouted, excitedly. "Hurrah for Santa
s
the
of
to
fix
the
the
or
blow3.
two
company,
three
plished, making the luxuries and playfive cents in pork chops,
What the board of education injury by accident.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Claus!"
cents in porterhouse steak, nearly 10 is pondering now is how many lives
things of yesterday the necessities of
1, R. A. M. Regular
3. To mortgage or pledge the real amount to be reserved as working capThe
man
stroked
moving
his
picture
today.
cents in butter, and almost 40 per school fraternities have. There is estate and personal propertyprivilegei. ital, to make the time for the declara- chin.
convocation second
"But advertising, in itself, does not
of each month
cent in the price of mutton and lamb. no doubt felt about the harm' they do of the company or any part thereof, tion of dividends, to authorize and
Monday
"By
he
Jinks,"
"those
said,
dubiously,
pay. There must be back of all adat Masonic Hall at
The Farmers National Congress, how in various ways, and the vote was al- and to issue notes, bonds, negotiable cause to be executed mortgages and fellows must be crazy."
abilof
liens upon the real and personal prop7:30 p. m.
"Not at all," laughed the young cap- vertising quality to product, the imever, argued that the farmers would most unanimous to drive them out un instruments and other evidences of into minister
a human want,
JOHN H. WALKER.
suffer from a reciprocity treaty and der penalty of expulsion of pupils who debtedness, acting by, through or un erty of the company, provided always tain. "They are so happy they have ity
or
real, and a sales organizathat they should not be made to do so have failed to drop their membership. der the direction and authorization ot that a majority of the whole board things mixed. They mean Gen. Chris, aginary
H. P.
tion and something
tangible upon ARTHUR
because the. abnormal prices ori9 10 But a defender arose, in a former ald- the board of directors and on such concur therein.
mas."
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
adwhich
for
to
all
the
build,
good
In case of increase of capital stock
do not now prevail.
"While wheat erman, Frank I. Bennett, who said: terms as the directors may deem best
vertising in the world will not sucon the Illinois and Kansas farm
"I do hot believe the fraternity sys- for the purpose of borrowing money to issue such portion of the unsubceed unless properly backed by effSanta Fe Commander"
Amateur
Machinists.
scribed
stock
of
the
as
lower than a year ago," tem is bad inasmuch as the boys with which to purchase or manufac
corporation
icient service."
No. 1, K. T. Regular
The
motorist
from
beneath
emerged
the Farmers' Congress declared, "the work for their own improvement and ture automatic vending machines or may be necessary to acquire or purconclave fourth Monother devices, patented or otherwise, chase property for said corporation, or the car and struggled for breath. His CHRIST AS AN ADVERTISER
same loaf of bread is sold for five get some benefit instead of
staying
day in each month at
friend, holding the oil can,
cents in Chicago. The price of hogs about cigar stores, pool rooms and and to further the business and pur- to satisfy its outstanding debts or obli- helpful
beamed upon him.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
of
said company.
gations.
on the Illinois and Iowa farm during other loafing places." The answer poses
Appreciated Power of Publicity and
m.
"I've
p.
Just
thorthe
a
given
cylinder
4. To organize or create
With the consent in writing and purthe past 30 days has been only 60 pen to this came from Dean W. T. SumWas His Own Manager, Says
subsidiary,
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
old
ough
said
the
oiling,
Dick,
man,"
cent of the price during the same mer who was a member of the Vice auxiliary or other corporations and suant also to the affirmative vote of helpful friend.
Rev. C. F. Relsner.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
for the stock thereof;
to the holders of a majority of the stock
of Commission which
period of 1910, but the prices
recently reported. subscribe
"Cylinder!" said the motorist, heatmeats to the city consumer are nearly "Our investigation has shown that exchange property therewith and to issued and outstanding at a stock edly, "that wasn't ihe
"If Christ were on earth
I
cylinder; It was do not doubt he would maketoday
Santa Fe Lodge ef
use of
as high now as then. The farmer is the average scholarship of the boys buy from or sell property to such other holders' meeting duly called for that my ear!"
Perfection
No.
and to make and carry in- purpose, to sen,
means
our
1, 14th
modern
of
corporations
He
not the one to strike at because of in fraternities was 74.9 per
or
advertising.
assign, transfer,
cent," he
degree. Ancient and Acwould use displays in the newspapers,
the high prices of food stuffs attri- said. "Naturally those boys are of to effect all arrangements with respect otherwise dispose of the property of
window signs and hand bills," said
He Had the Habit
cepted Scottish Rite of
buted by some of the big merchants sufficient ability to make them lead to union of interest, amalgamation or the company as an entirety provided
Free Masonry meets on
English Tourist That fellow ovor Rev. Christian F. Relsner, pastor of
to another cause, as is shown by the their classes. What is the answer?" similar to or included in the objects always that a majority of the entire
of this company, and to carry on any board concur therein.
there is the most wonderful guide I Grace Methodist Episcopal church, the third Monday of each month
announcement that another chain of
the Mails.
Weighing
saw. I was with him in a car, New York, in an address before the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
business
the
on
of
which
a
the
resolution
carrying
By
retail stores which may ultimately
passed by a majority ever
Here is another case where young' directors may find
van
was lost in the desert for ten West Side Y. M. C. A. at Chicago on Masonic Hall, Bouth
side of Plaza.
that
or
indirectof
the whole board under suitable pro
directly
number 150 is to be launched.
The men from
country towns have had ly conducive to the development of visions of the
to designate days, after which we put this fellow the topic "Why Advertise Religion?" Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are
purpose is to reduce the ratio of de- preference over those of the
invited to attend.
big city, any business in which this company three of their members to constitute in charge, and in less than two min- He said In part:
livery and overhead expenses by in practically all of the 700 men
"Jfcsus Christ was one of the ablest
he
utes
set
us
now is or may become interested.
down
In
a
S. SPITZ, 3J
an
big
puddle
executive
comwhich
commute,
creasing this volume of trade. Plenty weighing the mails east and
5. To pay cash, subscribe for. ex mittee shall for the
advertising men that ever lived. He
west
Venerable Master.
time being as pro- of water. I wonder who he Is?
of capital has been available for mer- from
American Tourist f know him. He was his own publicity manager, and HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Chicago for the government be- changes transfer real or personal vided in said resolution or in the byon
new
lines.
the
chandizing
did not need the services of a hired
ing from small 0wns who took the property of any character, or issue full laws have and exercise all the powers used to be a New York etroet car
Secretary.
Ten Acre Farms.
Puck.
press agent. He appreciated the
government's civil service examina paid and
stock, for any of the board of directors which may
of
The "ten acres and independence" tion and passed;;
and
used it, and
power
publicity
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